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(in 3 parts) was a great help. 3hrs - still trying to figure it out i'm on the phone with stan and mick, but they are also sound off. :) I am having a few issues on my 13.10 install. The main one is: I want to have a password-protected wireless network. I've set the key, but I don't know where it is stored. I think I've seen it somewhere before, but I can't remember. nvm I found the info I needed. Hi There is
a bug in unity that makes the title bar of a window not refresh after loosing the focus It only happens sometimes (never without a specific program running) I wanted to do a bug report, but the bug report page doesn't have the option to file the bug. hi, i use ubuntu 13.10, what i want to know how do i turn on ubuntu voice support? LUCKY: whats your connection? Guest32372, wired Guest32372,
probably just the router have you checked the connection setting on your router/modem? sometimes i close my terminal window, and my windows won't even reopen anyone else get this? like i do a close, it doesn't show up in my program list, or i have to reboot its weird I was wondering if there is any software that will allow me to sync my power bank to ubuntu and if there is would it be possible to
pair the device with my PC m3kk, install the client for the online streaming service you use badbodh, the service is free? badbodh, all i can find is the source files for the program 82157476af
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